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Colonel Roosevelt
In an increasingly sexualised world, how we lose our virginity remains an untold story. Inspired by her Cosmopolitan awardnominated blog, The Virginity Project, Kate Monro sets out to ask men and women from every walk of life, how did it happen
for you? Losing It brings together an astonishing collection of stories. From the experiences of Edna, who lost her virginity in
1940 aged 25, to Charlie, a young, disabled punk rocker whose first-time experience many able-bodied people would envy,
Kate reveals the poignant, funny and often surprising truth about other people’s most intimate sexual stories.

Losing My Virginity
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER #1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER Discover how to embrace your best basic self in this laugh-outloud funny guidebook from the breakout star of Bravo’s hit reality show Vanderpump Rules, perfect for fans of the relatable
and entertaining books by The Betches and Andi Dorfman. Millions of Vanderpump Rules viewers and podcast listeners
know Stassi Schroeder as a major defender of Basic Bitch rights. There’s nothing more boring than people who take
themselves too seriously or think that you have to be pretentious to be cool. Stassi champions the things that many of us
are afraid to love publicly for fear of being labeled basic: lattes, pugs, bubbly cocktails, millennial pink, #OOTD (outfit of the
day, obvs), astrology, hot dogs, the perfect pair of Louboutins, romantic comediesthe list goes on and on. This book is for
people tired of pretending they would rather see a Daniel Day-Lewis movie about sewing or read War and Peace than watch
a Saw marathon or readwell, this book! In Next Level Basic, the reality star, podcast queen, and ranch dressing expert gives
you hilarious and pointed lessons on how to have fun and celebrate yourself, with exclusive stories from her own life and on
the set of Vanderpump Rules. From her very public breakups to her most intimate details about her plastic surgery, Stassi
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shares her own personal experiences with her trademark honesty—all with the hope you can learn something from them.

How I Lost My Virginity to Miachel Cohen
Virginity Lost
Although the theme of bloodied nuptial sheets seems pervasive in western culture, its association with female virginity is
uniquely tied to a brief passage in the book of Deuteronomy detailing the procedure for verifying a young woman's purity; it
seldom, if ever, appears outside of Abrahamic traditions. In Signs of Virginity, Michael Rosenberg examines the history of
virginity testing in Judaism and early Christianity, and the relationship of these tests to a culture that encourages male
sexual violence. Deuteronomy's violent vision of virginity has held sway in Jewish and Christian circles more or less ever
since. However, Rosenberg points to two authors-the rabbinic collective that produced the Babylonian Talmud and the early
Christian thinker Augustine of Hippo-who, even as they perpetuate patriarchal assumptions about female virginity,
nonetheless attempt to subvert the emphasis on sexual dominance bequeathed to them by Deuteronomy. Unlike the
authors of earlier Rabbinic and Christian texts, who modified but fundamentally maintained and even extended the
Deuteronomic ideal, the Babylonian Talmud and Augustine both construct alternative models of female virginity that, if
taken seriously, would utterly reverse cultural ideals of masculinity. Indeed this vision of masculinity as fundamentally
gentle, rather than characterized by brutal and violent sexual behavior, fits into a broader idealization of masculinity
propagated by both authors, who reject what Augustine called a "lust for dominance" as a masculine ideal.

Losing My Virginity
One of the world's most famous business leaders (and a well-known avian fanatic) explores the pioneers of flight.
Bestselling author and billionaire entrepreneur Sir Richard Branson has always been obsessed with the skies. To promote a
new Virgin Airlines route, he became the first man to water ski behind a blimp. His Virgin Galactic venture will soon offer
ordinary people the opportunity to experience spaceflight aboard the first commercial spaceliner, SpaceShipTwo. In Reach
for the Skies, Branson examines the history of aviation over the last two hundred years, putting the spotlight on trailblazers
such as: *Tony Jannus, who made the first ever commercial flight over Tampa Bay, Florida, in 1914. *Leo Valentin, the "bird
man" who jumped from 9,000 feet wearing a pair of wooden wings in the 1950s. *Steve Fossett, who broke 130 world
records in planes, balloons, and airships. The pioneers of flight-not just the world-famous Wright Brothers, but also lesser
known visionaries and dreamers-made it possible for any of us with the desire and the commitment to reach for the skies
ourselves.
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Being a Teen
"Impressionistic and engaging Fankhauser boldly offers new wisdom." - Bromleigh McCleneghan, pastor and author of Good
Christian Sex --- On the 8th day, God created sexual intercourse. And it was good. But for girls like Dani Fankhauser who
were told sex was only to happen once you cross the threshold of marriage, that "goodness" seemedquestionable. As young
women, we learned how to say "No" to sex, but not how to ask a guy to put on a condom. We were told to limit physical
affection because it undermined love, but not how to deal with our own desires and drive. Our own bodies, and their
capacity for pleasure, were left a mystery. In SHAMELESS, Fankhauser writes about the questions she had that couldn't be
answered by mainstream culture or by Christian communities - about shame, love, intimacy, and STDs.

How I Lost My Virginity
Losing My Virginity: How I Survived, Had Fun, and Made a Fortune Doing Business My Way (2007) by Richard Branson is a
memoir focusing on the founding and development of the entrepreneur’s multibillion dollar corporation, the Virgin Group.
Switching seamlessly between descriptions of inventive business deals and extreme outdoor adventures, Branson tells the
story of his unique work life Purchase this in-depth summary to learn more.

Branson
From advertisements to mommy blogs to Pinterest, scenes of domestic bliss abound, painting a picture of perfection and
expectation nearly impossible to live up to. Why can't you work a full-time job, stylishly clothe yourself and your children,
plan a party for twelve with handmade decorations, keep your house sparkling clean without chemicals, and bake a
gourmet meal in the same day? Everyone else is doing it! For many women, housework has become more than chores that
need to be done; it is a symbol of identity. Sheila Wray Gregoire wants to stop that thinking in its tracks and help women
back to a life of balance--for their sakes and for their families. She encourages women to shift their focus from
housekeeping to relationships and shows them how to foster responsibility and respect in all family members. The second
edition retains the helpful, concrete advice on everyday situations such as strategies for tackling chores and budgets and
tips on effective communication, while incorporating the wisdom Sheila has gained through her interaction with thousands
of readers of her blog and through her speaking ministry over the past ten years. Through the principles in To Love, Honor,
and Vacuum, Gregoire promises readers they can grow and thrive in the midst of their hectic lives-even if their
circumstances stay the same.

The Virginity Club
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Actress and author of the New York Times bestseller Down Came the Rain, Brooke Shields, explores her relationship with
her unforgettable mother, Teri, in her new memoir. Brooke Shields never had what anyone would consider an ordinary life.
She was raised by her Newark-tough single mom, Teri, a woman who loved the world of show business and was often a
media sensation all by herself. Brooke's iconic modeling career began by chance when she was only eleven months old, and
Teri's skills as both Brooke's mother and manager were formidable. But in private she was troubled and drinking heavily. As
Brooke became an adult the pair made choices and sacrifices that would affect their relationship forever. And when
Brooke’s own daughters were born she found that her experience as a mother was shaped in every way by the woman who
raised her. But despite the many ups and downs, Brooke was by Teri’s side when she died in 2012, a loving daughter until
the end. Only Brooke knows the truth of the remarkable, difficult, complicated woman who was her mother. And now, in an
honest, open memoir about her life growing up, Brooke will reveal stories and feelings that are relatable to anyone who has
been a mother or daughter.

Shameless
Presents a guide to identity, friendship, family, the body, sexuality, pregnancy, and bullying, based on the author's personal
experiences working with young people and experts at The Georgia Campaign for Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention.

Losing My Virginity and Other Dumb Ideas
Felix Dennis is an expert at proving people wrong. Starting as a college dropout with no family money, he created a
publishing empire, founded Maxim magazine, made himself one of the richest people in the UK, and had a blast in the
process. How to Get Rich is different from any other book on the subject because Dennis isn't selling snake oil, investment
tips, or motivational claptrap. He merely wants to help people embrace entrepreneurship, and to share lessons he learned
the hard way. He reveals, for example, why a regular paycheck is like crack cocaine; why great ideas are vastly overrated;
and why "ownership isn't the important thing, it's the only thing."

Signs of Virginity
From Jennifer Niven, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of All the Bright Places, comes an unforgettable new novel
about a sensitive girl ready to live her bravest life--sex, heartbreak, family dramas, and all. Before: With graduation on the
horizon, budding writer Claudine Henry is focused on three things: college in the fall, become a famous author, and the everelusive possibility of sex. She doesn't even need to be in love--sex is all she's looking for. Then her dad drops a bombshell:
he and Claude's mom are splitting up. Suddenly, Claude's entire world feels like a lie, and the ground under her feet
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anything but stable. After: Claude's mom whisks them both away to a remote, mosquito-infested island off the coast of
Georgia, a place where the two of them can start the painful process of mending their broken hearts. It's the last place
Claude can imagine finding her footing, but then Jeremiah Crew happens. Miah is a local trail guide with a passion for
photography, and a past he doesn't like to talk about. He's brash, enigmatic, and even more infuriatingly, he's the only one
who seems to see Claude for who she wants to be. So when Claude decides to sleep with Miah, she tells herself it's just
sex--exactly what she has planned. There isn't enough time to fall in love, especially if it means putting her already broken
heart at risk. Compulsively readable and impossible to forget, Jennifer Niven's luminous new novel is an insightful portrait of
a young woman determined to write her own next chapter--sex, resilience, mosquito bites, and all.

Losing It
A revelatory account of the personal factors that shaped the Virgin Group founder's unconventional leadership style
discusses topics ranging from his limited education and struggles with dyslexia through his self-employment values and
beliefs about listening. 75,000 first printing.

To Love, Honor, and Vacuum
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Ali Wong’s heartfelt and hilarious letters to her daughters (the two she put to work while
they were still in utero) cover everything they need to know in life, like the unpleasant details of dating, how to be a
working mom in a male-dominated profession, and how she trapped their dad. “Knife-sharp . . . a genuine pleasure.”—The
New York Times NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Time • Variety • Chicago Tribune • Glamour • New York
In her hit Netflix comedy special Baby Cobra, an eight-month pregnant Ali Wong resonated so strongly that she even
became a popular Halloween costume. Wong told the world her remarkably unfiltered thoughts on marriage, sex, Asian
culture, working women, and why you never see new mom comics on stage but you sure see plenty of new dads. The sharp
insights and humor are even more personal in this completely original collection. She shares the wisdom she’s learned from
a life in comedy and reveals stories from her life off stage, including the brutal single life in New York (i.e. the inevitable
confrontation with erectile dysfunction), reconnecting with her roots (and drinking snake blood) in Vietnam, tales of being a
wild child growing up in San Francisco, and parenting war stories. Though addressed to her daughters, Ali Wong’s letters
are absurdly funny, surprisingly moving, and enlightening (and gross) for all. Praise for Dear Girls “Fierce, feminist, and
packed with funny anecdotes.”—Entertainment Weekly “[Wong] spins a volume whose pages simultaneously shock and
satisfy. . . . Dear Girls is not so much a real-talk handbook as it is a myth-puncturing manifesto.”—Vogue “[A] refreshing,
hilarious, and honest account of making a career in a male-dominated field, dating, being a mom, growing up, and so much
more…Yes, this book is addressed to Wong’s daughters, but every reader will find nuggets of wisdom and inspiration and,
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most important, something to laugh at.”—Bustle

How to Lose Your Virginity
Jennifer Nolan has been unlucky when it comes to love; even more unfortunate when it comes to sex. In fact, the twenty
year-old college junior is about to enter her senior year still carrying her v-card. All she wants is to be with that special
someone without it resulting in a trip to the emergency room, runaway office supplies, or being scarred for life by
someone’s weird fetishes. With several botched attempts under her belt, she begins to fear she’ll end up a lonely spinster
or a crazy cat lady. With only 60 days until her 21st birthday, Jennifer is determined to lose her virginity once and for all.
Little does she know that her mission will lead her down a path toward love. She never expects that her mission will lead
her to a discovery of what true womanhood is, and where true and lasting love begins.

Women in Love
The unusual, frequently outrageous autobiography of one of the great business geniuses of our time, Richard Branson. In
little more than twenty-five years, Richard Branson spawned nearly a hundred successful ventures. From the airline
business (Virgin Atlantic Airways), to music (Virgin Records and V2), to cola (Virgin Cola), and others ranging from financial
services to bridal wear, Branson has a track record second to none. Many of his companies were started in the face of
entrenched competition. The experts said, "Don't do it." But Branson found golden opportunities in markets in which
customers have been ripped off or underserved, where confusion reigns, and the competition is complacent. In this stressedout, overworked age, Richard Branson gives us a new model: a dynamic, hardworking, successful entrepreneur who lives
life to the fullest. Branson has written his own "rules" for success, creating a group of companies with a global presence, but
no central headquarters, no management hierarchy, and minimal bureaucracy. Family, friends, fun, and adventure are
equally important as business in his life. Losing My Virginity is a portrait of a productive, sane, balanced life, filled with rich
and colorful stories, including: - Crash-landing his hot-air balloon in the Algerian desert, yet remaining determined to have
another go at being the first to circle the globe - Signing the Sex Pistols, Janet Jackson, the Rolling Stones, Boy George, and
Phil Collins - Fighting back when British Airways took on Virgin Atlantic and successfully suing this pillar of the British
business establishment - Swimming two miles to safety during a violent storm off the coast of Mexico - Staging a rescue
flight into Baghdad before the start of the Gulf War And much more. Losing My Virginity is the ultimate tale of personal and
business survival from a man who combines the business prowess of Bill Gates and the promotional instincts of P. T.
Barnum.

The Virgin Way
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The sensational critical biography of this phenomenal entrepreneur and his business practices – fully updated to cover
Branson’s recent ventures.

Please Kill Me
Kaveri is thirty; single; knows seven languages; is an interpreter by profession; has read all the books about men and how
to get a date. Yet; she has not been able to figure out the language of love. Since the ‘THE ONE GREAT LOVE’ of her life has
eluded her for thirty years and might never show up; she decides to take matters into her own hands. On her thirtieth
birthday; she makes a resolution—love or no love; she is going to lose her virginity. Life; however; has other plans! This is a
story of a spirited woman who plunges into a rollercoaster ride filled with ideas; ideals and adventures—each new day
competing with yesterday to make her rethink and re-evaluate life and love.

How to Get Rich
A public school drop-out, Richard Branson started a mail-order business in 1969 and turned into a multi-million
conglomerate, and himself into a folk hero. Launching an airline on the profits of a pop song, he was referred to by a
chairman of British Airways as a pirate. This text is a blow-by-blow account of Branson's rise from hippy entrepeneur to
global player.

Collared: The Story of a Sir and Her Priest
Losing My Virginity is the unusual, frequently outrageous autobiography of one of the great business geniuses of our time.
When Richard Branson started his first business, he and his friends decided that "since we're complete virgins at business,
let's call it just that: Virgin." Since then, Branson has written his own "rules" for success, creating a group of companies with
a global presence, but no central headquarters, no management hierarchy, and minimal bureaucracy.Many of Richard
Branson's companies--airlines, retailing, and cola are good examples--were started in the face of entrenched competition.
The experts said, "Don't do it." But Branson found golden opportunities in markets in which customers have been ripped off
or underserved, where confusion reigns, and the competition is complacent. And in this stressed-out, overworked age,
Richard Branson gives us a new model: a dynamic, hardworking, successful entrepreneur who lives life to the fullest.
Family, friends, fun, and adventure are equally important as business in Branson's life. Losing My Virginity is a portrait of a
productive, sane, balanced life, filled with rich and colorful stories:

Breathless
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Presents a chronicle of the last ten years of Theodore Roosevelt's life to cover his African safaris, return to public life,
involvement with the Progressive movement, campaign for president in 1912, and various brushes with death.

Craigslist Confessional
When Nicole Hardy's eye-opening "Modern Love" column appeared in the New York Times, the response from readers was
overwhelming. Hardy's essay, which exposed the conflict between being true to herself as a woman and remaining true to
her Mormon faith, struck a chord with women coast-to-coast. Now in her funny, intimate, and thoughtful memoir, Nicole
Hardy explores how she came, at the age of thirty-five, to a crossroads regarding her faith and her identity. As a member of
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Nicole had held absolute conviction in her Mormon faith during her childhood
and throughout her twenties. But as she aged out of the Church's "singles ward" and entered her thirties, she struggled to
merge the life she envisioned for herself with the one the Church prescribed, wherein all women are called to be mothers
and the role of homemaker is the emphatic ideal. Confessions of a Latter-day Virgin chronicles the extraordinary lengths
Nicole went to in an attempt to reconcile her human needs with her spiritual life--flying across the country for dates with
LDS men, taking up salsa dancing as a source for physical contact, even moving to Grand Cayman, where the ocean and
scuba diving provided some solace. But neither secular pursuits nor LDS guidance could help Nicole prepare for the
dilemma she would eventually face: a crisis of faith that caused her to question everything she'd grown up believing. In the
tradition of the memoirs Devotion and Mennonite in a Little Black Dress, Confessions of a Latter-day Virgin is a mesmerizing
and wholly relatable account of one woman's hard-won mission to find love, acceptance, and happiness--on her own terms.

Losing My Virginity
A provocative social history examines the history of virginity and of noted virgins in Western culture, describing the unique
fascination civilization has had for virginity from a social, political, economic, philosophical, medical, and legal standpoint.
Reprint.

Dear Girls
Nervous, inexperienced, confused. For most, losing your virginity is one of life's most significant moments, always to be
remembered. Of course, experiences vary, but Laura Carpenter asks: Is there an ideal way to lose it? What would constitute
a “positive” experience? What often compels the big step? And, further, what does “going all the way” really mean for
young gays and lesbians? In this first comprehensive study of virginity loss, Carpenter teases out the complexities of all
things virgin by drawing on interviews with both young men and women who are straight, gay or bisexual. Virginity Lost
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offers a rare window into one of life's most intimate and significant sexual moments. The stories here are frank, poignant
and fascinating as Carpenter presents an array of experiences that run the gamut from triumphant to devastating.
Importantly, Carpenter argues that one's experience of virginity loss can have a powerful impact on one's later sexual
experiences. Especially at a time of increased debate about sexual abstinence versus safe sex education in public schools,
this important volume will provide essential information about the sex lives of young people.

Virgin King
The Virgin Group entrepreneur offers advice, shares his experiences, and discusses business insights collected from his
syndicated "New York Times" column.

A Young Gentleman's Guide To Losing Your Virginity: Everything You Haven't Been Told And
Need To Know
This fully updated edition of Sir Richard Branson's bestselling autobiography features his latest intrepid ventures in the
areas of health, environment, media and, of course, exploration. Discover new details about Sir Richard's commitment to
the future, through the Virgin Health Bank and its contribution to regenerative medicine, Virgin Fuels' pledge of £200 million
to renewable energy projects, and his charitable body Virgin Unite. Sir Richard also discusses the earth-based launch of
Virgin Media, and the progress toward the literal 'launch' of Virgin Galactic and a new era of commercial space travel.
Featuring many new insights into his family life,Losing My Virginityis an amazing memoir, a definitive business guide and an
inspirational story that reveals Sir Richard's unique philosophy on business, the Virgin brand and life.

Mistakes Like Love and Sex
Includes information on abstinence, abstinence focused sex education, African Americans, Asian Americans, birth control,
born again virginity, chastity, coming out, conservative Christians, definitions of virginity loss, double standard, Latinos,
Latinas, oral sex, race, ethnicity, rape, religion, secondary virginity, stigma, technical virginity, etc.

I Regret the Day I Lost My Virginity
Cheated by her young and handsome Spanish boyfriend, Kaveri is back in India to follow a career as an artist and to find her
dream man. However, getting involved with an older man, making out with the hottest star in Bollywood, teaching a hot,
upcoming actress Hindi . . . her goals seem nowhere in sight. Starting afresh seems to have thrown her off completely and
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she begins to see the superficial life that she’s been leading. It’s time to take some hard decisions. With fresh hope and a
new philosophy, Kaveri begins to focus on her goals. Things begin to look up when there is a kindling of romance across
Twitter and she’s starts to understand her true calling. She might finally be moving in the right direction!

Reach for the Skies
Contrasts between the relationships of two sisters, Ursula and Gudrun, and their love affairs with Birkin and Gerald.

Losing My Virginity Fifty Two Times
‘Branson has a list of achievements unmatched by any other UK businessman. For anyone burning with entrepreneurial
zeal, his reminiscences are akin to a sacred text’ Mail on Sunday THE NO.1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER The worldwide
bestselling autobiography of iconic entrepreneur Sir Richard Branson, with over two million copies sold to date. Much more
than a memoir, this is Sir Richard Branson’s own take on his extraordinary life so far – and a definitive business guide that
reveals his unique philosophy of commerce, success and life. In Losing My Virginity, you'll discover how Virgin grew from a
mail-order music business into a path-breaking global brand. From the $25 million Virgin Earth initiative to the launch of
Virgin Galactic, this is a powerful and unique look into the life of an iconic global entrepreneur.

V-Card
“Ranks up there with the great rock & roll books of all time.”—Time Out New York “Lurid, insolent, disorderly, funny,
sometimes gross, sometimes mean and occasionally touching . . . Resounds with authenticity.”—The New York Times “No
volume serves juicier dish on punk’s New York birth . . . Tales of sex, drugs and music that will make you wish you’d been
there.”—Rolling Stone A contemporary classic, Please Kill Me is the definitive oral history of the most nihilistic of all pop
movements. Iggy Pop, Richard Hell, the Ramones, and scores of other punk figures lend their voices to this decisive account
of that explosive era. This 20th anniversary edition features new photos and an afterword by the authors. “Utterly and
shamelessly sensational.”—Newsday

There Was a Little Girl
Throughout my life I have achieved many remarkable things. In Screw It, Let's Do It, I will share with you my ideas and the
secrets of my success, but not simply because I hope they'll help you achieve your individual goals. Today we are
increasingly aware of the effects of our actions on the environment, and I strongly believe that we each have a
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responsibility, as individuals and organisations, to do no harm. I will draw on Gaia Capitalism to explain why we need to
take stock of how we may be damaging the environment, and why it is up to big companies like Virgin to lead the way in a
more holistic approach to business. In Screw It, Let's Do It I'll be looking forwards to the future. A lot has changed since I
founded Virgin in 1968, and I'll explain how I intend to take my business and my ideas to the next level and the new and
exciting areas - such as launching Virgin Fuels - into which Virgin is currently moving. But I have also brought together all
the important lessons, good advice and inspirational adages that have helped me along the road to success. Ironically, I
have never been one to do things by the book, but I have been inspired and influenced by many remarkable people. I hope
that you too might find a little inspiration between these pages.

Confessions of a Latter-day Virgin
Summary of Richard Branson’s Losing My Virginity by Milkyway Media
"Wise and witty Losing It is cringingly insightful about sex and dating and all the ways we tie ourselves into knots over
both." --The New York Times Book Review A hilarious novel that Maggie Shipstead calls "charming witty and insightful,"
about a woman who still has her virginity at the age of twenty-six, and the summer she's determined to lose it—and find
herself. Julia Greenfield has a problem: she's twenty-six years old and she's still a virgin. Sex ought to be easy. People have
it all the time! But, without meaning to, she made it through college and into adulthood with her virginity intact.
Something's got to change. To re-route herself from her stalled life, Julia travels to spend the summer with her mysterious
aunt Vivienne in North Carolina. It's not long, however, before she unearths a confounding secret—her 58 year old aunt is a
virgin too. In the unrelenting heat of the southern summer, Julia becomes fixated on puzzling out what could have lead to
Viv's appalling condition, all while trying to avoid the same fate. For readers of Rainbow Rowell and Maria Semple, and filled
with offbeat characters and subtle, wry humor, Losing It is about the primal fear that you just. might. never. meet. anyone.
It's about desiring something with the kind of obsessive fervor that almost guarantees you won't get it. It's about the blurry
lines between sex and love, and trying to figure out which one you're going for. And it's about the decisions—and nondecisions—we make that can end up shaping a life.

Like a Virgin
Virgin
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For fans of Humans of New York and PostSecret, a collection of raw, urgent, and heartfelt stories, shared anonymously.
What would you confess if you knew it would never get back to your spouse, your colleagues, or your family? What story
would you tell about your life if a stranger was willing to listen with no judgement, no stigma, and no consequences—just an
unburdening and the relief of confession? After graduating from law school, Helena Dea Bala was a lobbyist in Washington,
DC, struggling to pay off her student loans. She felt lonely and unfulfilled but, after a chance conversation with a homeless
man she often saw on her commute, she felt…better. Talking with a stranger, listening to his problems, and sharing her
own made her feel connected and engaged in a way she hadn’t in a long time. Inspired, she posted an ad on Craigslist
promising to listen, anonymously and for free, to whatever the speaker felt he or she couldn’t tell anyone else. The
response was huge—thousands of emails flooded her inbox. People were desperate for the opportunity to speak without
being judged, to tell a story without worrying it would get back to friends, family, or coworkers—and so Craigslist
Confessional was born. The forty confessions in Craigslist Confessional are vivid, intimate, and real. Each story is told in the
confessor’s voice; they range from devastating secrets (like addiction, depression, and trauma), to musings on lost love and
reflections on a lifetime of hard choices. Some confessions are shocking, like the husband who is hiding his crippling sex
addiction from his wife. Others are painful, like the man who is so depressed he rarely leaves his hoarder apartment. Some
give us a glimpse into a brief chapter of someone’s life—like the girl who discovered that her boyfriend was cheating on her
with a mutual friend, or the college student who became a high-end call girl. Others are inspiring, such as the woman who
lost her son too young, but sees his memory live on through the people who received his donated organs. Every confession
presents a point of view not often seen, not often talked about. Craigslist Confessional challenges us to explore the depth of
our empathy and it’s a call to listen to one another.

Screw It, Let's Do It
So begins the hilarious, heartwarming and humiliating journey of a man traversing three continents, nine countries, and
countless cities and towns around Australia and the world, going from helicopters to horses, to hotels, to hospital beds, to
history, to heroics, to halos, to hallucinations, all in the attempt to lose his virginity 52 times. Adrenalin pumped, artistic
muscles flexed, his body went beyond its limits, his embarrassment reserves were drained beyond belief, butterflies
thrived, and vomit spilled around the world. In the meantime, his life changed in more amazing ways than he had ever
imagined. Reading this book might just change your life too.

Losing It
"Collared: The Story of a Sir and Her Priest" is the true story of a real-life Master/slave relationship between Melissa, a
dominant woman, and Joseph, a submissive man who happens to be a Roman Catholic Priest. It's the story of their
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forbidden love and the emotional depths they explore, all the while having to keep their relationship a complete secret. But
as their love deepens and her ownership of him grows more real, Joseph is faced with the choice between honoring his
commitment to God and leaving the priesthood for a chance at the freedom to love.

Next Level Basic
When an announcement is made for a special scholarship, four best friends begin a special club that is designed to
demonstrate the "purity" required by the scholarship committee.

Virginity Lost
Whether stud or dud, hot dish or cold fish, you're never the same after you first “do the deed.” But how wild, weird, or earth
shattering was it for your neighbor, the person next to you on the bus, or your veterinarian? In How to Lose Your Virginity…
and How Not To, compiled from 1,000 face-to-face interviews across North America, Shawn Wickens makes us transfixed
voyeurs in scores of others' seminal “coming” of age moments. From Kelsie Testa in Jerk Magazine: "A compilation of
shocking yet heartwarming tales of orifices, secretions, and vulgarity that pleasantly ends in an orgasm. From condom
follies to mixed-race orgies, Wickens proves that no formula exists when it comes to this seminal and 'ground-breaking'
event…. One central message remains the same for all of these first-timers: losing your virginity is weird and exhilarating,
whether you lost it with your middle-school bus driver named Frank at age 13 or you waited until marriage." Featured in the
New York Daily News, The Huffington Post and Jezebel.com. Breakthru Radio calls How to Lose Your Virginity, "an
entertaining and enlightening read for virgins and non-virgins alike." A portion of the proceeds is donated to RAINN (Rape
and Incest National Network)
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